Reparative properties of the traditional Chinese medicine *Cordyceps sinensis* (Chinese caterpillar mushroom) using HT29 cell culture and rat gastric damage models of injury
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**Abstract**

*Cordyceps sinensis* (CS) is a traditional Chinese medicine and health food used to support many organ systems. It is commercially produced by cultivation in a liquid medium or on a solid (grain/potato) phase. We tested the effects of hot water extracts of liquid-phase and solid-phase commercially grown CS on its ability to influence proliferation (using Alamar blue, an oxidation/reduction indicator), migration (serial-wounded monolayer photomicroscopy), invasion through collagen gel (fluorometric assay) and indomethacin-induced apoptosis (active caspase-3 colorimetric assay) of human colon cancer HT29 cells. An *in vivo* study used a rat gastric damage model (indomethacin 20 mg/kg and 4 h restraint with oral administration). The CS extract stimulated cell proliferation threefold when added at 10 mg/ml (*P*, 0·01). Cell migration increased by 69 % and invasion by 17 % when CS was added at 5 mg/ml (*P*, 0·01). The results also showed that 93 % of the pro-proliferative activity was soluble in ethanol, whereas pro-migratory activity was divided (61:49) into both ethanol-soluble and ethanol-insoluble sub-fractions. Indomethacin-induced apoptosis was not affected by the presence of CS. CS reduced the amount of gastric injury by 63 % when administered orally at 20 mg/ml (*P*, 0·01), the results being similar to using the potent cytoprotective agent epidermal growth factor at 25 µg/ml (83 % reduction). We conclude that both methods of cultivated CS possess biological activity when analysed using a variety of gut models of injury and repair. Functional foods, such as CS, could provide a novel approach for the prevention and treatment of injury to the bowel.
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Natural medicinal products have been used for millennia for the treatment of multiple ailments. Although many have been superseded by conventional pharmaceutical approaches, there is currently a resurgence of interest in the use of natural bioactive products by the general public for the prevention and treatment of multiple conditions, including gastrointestinal disorders(1). Unfortunately, current evidence of the scientific validity of many of these traditional and commercial compounds is severely limited.

*Cordyceps* is a genus of ascomycete fungi (sac fungi) that includes over 400 described species. All *Cordyceps* species are endoparasitoids, mainly on insects and other arthropods. *Cordyceps sinensis* (CS) is known commonly as Chinese caterpillar mushroom and grows on the larvae of the Lepidoptera, *Thitarodes namnai*, the ghost moth. It is considered to possess therapeutic properties in traditional Chinese and Tibetan Medicines. Wild *Cordyceps* is a black, blade-shaped fungus found mainly above 4000 m in a mountainous region of China known as the Qinghai-Tibetan Highlands. CS takes about 6 years to complete its life cycle, and wild-sourced CS is, therefore, both rare and expensive. Because of prohibitive costs, industrially grown CS is the form normally used. Two different methods are commercially used for the cultivation of CS. Liquid culture (also known as fermentation) is a method where the fungus is grown in a sterilised liquid medium. The mycelium is subsequently harvested by straining and drying and grows on the larvae of the Lepidoptera, *Thitarodes namnai*, the ghost moth. It is considered to possess therapeutic properties in traditional Chinese and Tibetan Medicines. Wild *Cordyceps* is a black, blade-shaped fungus found mainly above 4000 m in a mountainous region of China known as the Qinghai-Tibetan Highlands. CS takes about 6 years to complete its life cycle, and wild-sourced CS is, therefore, both rare and expensive. Because of prohibitive costs, industrially grown CS is the form normally used. Two different methods are commercially used for the cultivation of CS. Liquid culture (also known as fermentation) is a method where the fungus is grown in a sterilised liquid medium. The mycelium is subsequently harvested by straining and drying and can be further processed. Using this method, extracellular compounds are usually discarded with the spent broth. An alternative method employs cultivating the mycelium in plastic bags or glass jars containing some type of cereal grain, usually rice, wheat or rye(2,3).

There have been many health claims that this product possesses beneficial effects against ageing, tumour growth, improved immune function, gut health, cholesterol lowering,
enhanced blood flow, exercise performance and fatigue recovery (4–8). However, as with most products of a complementary background, the data underlying such claims are weak. Nevertheless, pharmacologically important materials, such as cyclosporin, have been isolated previously from the related anamorph of *Cordyceps subsessilis*.

In order to further examine its potential biological actions in a scientific setting, we have, therefore, performed a series of studies to analyse liquid-phase- and solid-phase-grown CS with regard to their effects on various mechanisms of gut integrity and repair using well-validated *in vitro* (proliferation, restitution, invasion and apoptosis assays) and *in vivo* models (indomethacin- and restraint-induced gastric injury).

### Materials and methods

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma (Poole, Dorset, UK), unless otherwise stated.

#### Cell line

HT29(59) cells were derived from a 44-year-old Caucasian female suffering from colonic adenocarcinoma (LGC, Teddington, Middlesex, UK).

#### Ethics

All animal studies were approved by appropriate regulatory authorities. CS was sourced from China. Whole-dried fruiting bodies grown on a rice and potato medium were obtained from producers (Xin Hui Jin Gu Zhou Development Area, Guangdong Province, Jiangmen City, China), and a powdered dried extract from the mycelium grown in liquid culture, CS-4 (batch 0901053), was sourced from importers (Cambridge Commodities Limited, Ely, Cambridge, UK).

#### Preparation of the extracts of Cordyceps sinensis

Various extracts of CS were tested, which are as follows:

1. **Whole rice- and potato-grown hot water extract.** Whole fruiting bodies were boiled in distilled water for 30 min. The liquid was decanted from the fruiting bodies and cleared by centrifugation at 3000 g for 10 min at 4°C. This sample reproduced how the product is commonly prepared by individuals.

2. **Ground-rice- and potato-grown hot water extract.** Dried fruiting bodies were ground to a fine powder using a pestle and mortar. The ground powder was heated in distilled water at 90°C for 2 h, and left to cool to room temperature. The cooled mixture was cleared by centrifugation at 3000 g for 10 min at 4°C. This sample was produced to maximise the recovery of water-soluble material.

3. **Powdered liquid medium-grown hot water extract.** The CS extract powder was extracted as described in (2) above. This allowed comparison of rice- and potato-grown and liquid medium-grown forms.

4. In order to start to examine possible active components, we performed a further step on some of the material produced under (2) above. For these samples, the whole-ground rice- and potato-grown hot water extract was stirred with ethanol (1:5, v/v) at 4°C for 4 h. The resulting precipitate was resuspended in distilled water (extract 4A, ethanol insoluble). The liquid phase was decanted and then dried using a water-bath and condenser under vacuum; the resultant material was resuspended in distilled water (extract 4B, ethanol soluble).

The protein concentration of the various CS extracts was determined using a standard Pierce bicinchoninic acid protocol (10).

#### Assay protocols

**Effect of Cordyceps sinensis on cell migration and invasion in vitro**

**Background.** An early repair response following injury to tissue is migration of surviving cells over any denuded area to re-establish epithelial integrity. To reproduce this process, cell culture models are commonly used as surrogate markers of this pro-migratory response. Two related models were used, one analysing the effect of CS on migration of cells across wounded monolayers and the other on its effect on the invasion of cells through extracellular matrices. The concentration range used for the *in vitro* studies was determined based on a pilot study showing that concentrations >20 mg/ml induced toxicity, as demonstrated by increased permeability of the cells to the vital dye Trypan blue (data not shown).

**Cell migration protocol.** Cell migration assays were performed using our previously published methods and equipment (11), using the human colonic carcinoma cell line HT29. Briefly, cells were grown to confluence in six-well plates in a medium consisting of Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) containing 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) at 37°C in 5% CO2 and were then serum-starved for 24 h. The monolayers were then wounded by scraping a disposable pipette tip across the dishes, washed with a fresh serum-free medium and cultured in a serum-free medium in the presence of various extracts of CS at various concentrations (0·1–10 mg protein/ml) in a serum-free medium. DMEM + 10% FCS was used as a positive control, and DMEM alone was used as a negative control. Additional monolayers treated with CS also had the proliferation inhibitor mitomycin C added at 5 μg/ml to examine whether wound closure was dependent on cell proliferation.

(a) The rate of movement of the anterior edges of the wounded monolayers was determined by taking serial photomicrographs at various times after wounding. Identical regions were examined at each time point by pre-marking the base of the plates to facilitate alignment. Then, twenty measurements per field were performed by placing a transparent grid over the photograph and measuring the distance moved from...
the original wound line. All results are expressed as means with their standard errors of three separate experiments.

(b) **Cell invasion protocol.** Cell invasion assays were performed using a Culti
trex 96 well Collagen I kit (AMS Biotechnology (Europe) Limited, Abingdon, Oxford, UK) as per the manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, HT29 cells in 0·5 % FCS containing DMEM at 1 \( \times 10^5 \) cells/ml were seeded in the top chamber on a layer of collagen I. Cells were then incubated in DMEM containing 0·5 % FCS alone (negative control), or also containing CS extract 1 or 2 (2·5 or 5 mg protein/ml) or containing 10 % FCS (positive control). DMEM was added to the bottom chamber of all wells, and plates were then incubated at 37°C for 48 h. The medium was subsequently removed from both the top and bottom chambers, and each well was washed with wash buffer. Calcein AM containing cell dissociation solution was added to each bottom chamber of the wells and kept in the incubator at 37°C for 60 min. Plates were read at 485 nm excitation, and 520 nm emission using a fluorimeter (Fluostar Optima Plate Reader; BMG Labtech, Aylesbury, Bucks, UK).

**Effect of the Cordyceps sinensis extracts on cell proliferation.** Cell proliferation assays utilised Alamar blue (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK)\(^{12,13}\). This assay incorporates a specially selected oxidation–reduction indicator that undergoes colorimetric change in response to cellular metabolic reduction. The assay was performed as per the manufacturer’s instructions measuring changes in absorbance at 570 nm.

Briefly, HT29 cells were seeded at 2000 cells/well, grown in DMEM and 10 % FCS in ninety-six-well plates overnight. The following day, cells were washed with DMEM alone and incubated with the various extracts of CS at varying concentrations (0·0001–10 mg protein/ml) in a serum-free medium. DMEM + 10 % FCS was used as a positive control, and DMEM alone was used as a negative control.

**Effect of the Cordyceps sinensis extracts on apoptosis (active caspase-3).** Many toxic agents mediate damage through inducing apoptosis. We, therefore, tested the effect of the various CS extracts on the amount of apoptosis seen in a well-validated model using our previously published methods\(^{14}\).

Briefly, HT29 cells were seeded at 5 \( \times 10^5 \) cells/flask in 775 cm\(^2\) flasks in DMEM containing 10 % FCS, and were grown for 24 h. Cells were then treated for 4 h with medium containing FCS alone, or also containing indomethacin (800 \( \mu \)g, to stimulate apoptosis), CS extract 1 or 2 (5 mg/ml) or indomethacin and the CS extract. Cells were washed in ice-cold PBS, and lysed in lysis buffer (50 mm-HEPES, 5 mm-dithiothreitol, 0·1 mm-EDTA and 0·1 % 3-(3-cholamidopropyl)-dimethylammonio-1-propane sulfonate; pH 7·4) for 5 min on ice. Lysates were cleared by centrifugation at 10000 \( \times g \) for 10 min at 4°C. Protein concentrations were determined using a standard bicinchoninic acid method (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA). Caspase-3 activity was measured using the caspase-3 cellular activity assay kit (235419; Merck Chemicals Limited, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, UK) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Recombinant caspase-3 (30 U) was used as a positive control. In total, 100 \( \mu \)g of protein was used in triplicate wells for each treatment; additional wells containing cell lysates had a specific caspase-3 inhibitor (N-Ac-Asp-Glu-Val-Asp-CHO; Ac-DEVD-CHO) added to show that any activity detected was caspase-3 specific. Absorbance at 405 nm was determined at 10 min intervals over a 2 h period.

**Effect of the Cordyceps sinensis extracts on gastric damage in vivo**

**Background.** Although cell culture studies have provided valuable information regarding potential bioactivity, additional insight may be gained by extending studies to the in vivo situation. The ability of CS to reduce gastric injury in rats was, therefore, assessed using a well-validated model\(^{15}\).

**Protocol.** Briefly, following an overnight fast, Sprague–Dawley rats (\( n = 8, 225–275 \) g) were randomised to receive, by gastric administration, one of the following factors: 2 ml of saline (negative control); CS extract 2 or 3 (rice- and potato- or liquid-phase-grown ground hot water extracts at 10 or 20 mg protein/ml); epidermal growth factor (epidermal growth factor, 25 \( \mu g/ml \), positive control) and were placed in Bollman-type restraint cages. After 3 h, animals were killed, their stomachs were removed and the intragastric pH was determined using a micro pH electrode. This pH assessment was performed to determine whether pH remained below 4, as pH rises above this level influence the degree of injury that occurs using this model\(^{16}\).

The stomachs were then inflated with 4 ml of 10 % neutral-buffered formalin. The following day, the stomachs were opened and placed in fresh formalin before assessment. The stomachs were randomly coded, and all analyses of gastric damage were assessed blind. Macroscopic injury was assessed using a dissecting microscope (10\( \times \)) with the aid of a reference square grid by a trained histopathologist who was blinded to the identity of the tissues. The stomachs were then embedded in wax, and the depth of damage was assessed microscopically, as previously described\(^{15}\). Using this system, each stomach was given a score from 0 to 4, where 0 = no damage, 1 = one small erosion (<0·5 mm), 2 = two small or one large erosion (>0·5 mm), 3 = two or more large erosions and 4 = any area of ulceration extending to the muscularis mucosa.

**Statistical analyses**

Data from all experiments are expressed as means with their standard errors. One-way ANOVA were used as appropriate. Where a significant effect was seen (\( P \leq 0.05 \)), individual comparisons were performed using t-tests based on the group means, residual and df obtained from ANOVA, a method equivalent to repeated-measures analyses.
Analyses of ethanol solubility (samples 4A and B) showed that pro-migratory activity was present in both the ethanol-soluble and ethanol-insoluble fractions, with more activity being located in the ethanol-insoluble fraction (Fig. 1(b)).

As expected, these effects were not dependent on proliferation, as the presence of mitomycin C did not affect the rate of migration induced by CS (data not shown).

**Effect of the Cordyceps sinensis extracts on cell invasion**

Cells incubated in medium alone showed some degree of cell invasion through the collagen I gel after 48 h (5323 ± 255 relative fluorescence units). The presence of FCS, as a positive control, increased the number of cells progressing through the gel by 33% (7086 ± 214 relative fluorescence units, \(P=0.003\); Fig. 2). At the highest concentration tested (5 mg protein/ml), both the whole rice- and potato-grown hot water extract (extract 1) and its rice- and potato-grown ground equivalent (extract 2) also significantly increased the number of cells successfully invading through the gel (\(P=0.013\) and \(P=0.046\), respectively Fig. 2).

**Effect of the Cordyceps sinensis extracts on cell proliferation**

Whole-unground and potato-grown (extract 1), ground rice- and potato-grown (extract 2) and liquid-phase-grown ground (extract 3) CS all showed pro-proliferative effects in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 3(a)). For extracts 2 and 3, the optimal effect (threefold change over baseline) was seen at a concentration of 1 \(\mu\)g protein/ml (\(P=0.039\) for both; Fig. 3(a)). At concentrations above 0.01 mg protein/ml, the presence of the extract began to reduce proliferation, but this may have been due to the onset of toxic effects. Similar results were seen with the whole-unground rice- and potato-grown hot water extract (extract 1), although the
Effect of the Cordyceps sinensis extracts on apoptosis

Cells incubated with extract 1 (whole rice- and potato-grown hot water extract) or 2 (ground rice- and potato-grown hot water extract) in the absence of indomethacin showed values similar to those from cells incubated in medium alone (Fig. 4). Adding indomethacin to the cells caused a 35% rise (P=0.037) in caspase-3 activity. This result was not affected by the presence of both extracts. Changes in absorbance (used as a marker of caspase-3 activity) were shown to be specific, as these effects were not seen when the caspase-3 inhibitor was also added to the cells (data not shown).

Effect of the Cordyceps sinensis extracts on gastric damage in vivo

Animals that received indomethacin and restraint and a placebo oral administration had a mean macroscopic gastric damage score of 47 (SEM 2.6) mm²/stomach. Administration of an epidermal growth factor, used as a positive control, reduced the amount of injury by 83% (P<0.001; Fig. 5). Oral administration with CS extract 2 or 3 showed similar dose-dependent reductions in macroscopic injury, with the higher dose (20 mg protein/ml) reducing damage by 58% (extract 2) and 60% (extract 3) (P<0.001; Fig. 5).

Histological assessment using the microscopic scoring system gave similar results to that obtained using macroscopic assessment of injury (data not shown). Gastric pH assessment showed that all animals had pH in the range of 1–3.

Discussion

On a regular basis, 72% of the American population use one or more health supplements, resulting in an annual turnover of £1.4 billion ($2.4 billion) in the UK and £10 billion ($18 billion) in the USA, with 8% annual growth17. The sources of these ‘natural’ products are diverse and include bacteria, plant, animal, insect and marine origins1. Unfortunately, current evidence of the scientific validity of most of these compounds is severely limited. Nevertheless, some products have shown promising results for the treatment of gastrointestinal disorders, such as Iberogast (a mixture of nine herbs)18 and grape seed extract for the treatment of chemotherapy-induced mucositis19 and polyphenolic extracts from apple, which has been shown to prevent non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug-induced damage in the gut20,21.

Fig. 3. Effect of Cordyceps sinensis on proliferation. (a) Extracts 1, 2, 3 and (b) extracts 4A and 4B, as per Fig. 1, were added to HT29 cells. Cell proliferation assays utilised Alamar blue, measuring changes in absorbance at 570 nm. Symbols and positive and negative controls are similar to Fig. 1.

Change in absorbance (A570 nm)

Concentration (mg protein/ml)

Extract 1 Extract 2 Extract 3

Extract 4A Extract 4B

DMEM FCS 0.1 0.5 1.0 5.0 10.0

Fig. 4. (Lack of) Effect of the Cordyceps sinensis extracts on indomethacin (Indo)-induced apoptosis. HT29 cells were treated for 4 h with medium containing fetal calf serum alone or also containing Indo (800 nm, to stimulate apoptosis); additional wells included extract 1 or 2 (at 5 mg/ml) with or without Indo. Change in caspase-3 activity was measured following absorbance at 405 nm. Specificity of response was confirmed using the caspase-3 inhibitor Ac-DEVD-CHO (data not shown). Symbols are similar to Fig. 1. DMEM, Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium. Mean value was significantly different from that of the medium control: * P<0.05, ** P<0.01.
We have shown that CS, which is commercially available through traditional Chinese medicine practitioners, in health food stores, and via the Internet, stimulates multiple aspects of gut mucosal integrity. It stimulated cell migration, invasion through collagen gel and proliferation in vitro and reduces the amount of gastric injury in rats.

For in vitro studies, human colonic (HT29) cells were used to examine the effects of CS on restitution, cell invasion, proliferation and apoptosis, as they provide robust reproducible models of human origin that we have experienced of using for the study of growth factors and other bioactive agents such as bovine colostrum\(^{22,23}\). Similarly, in vitro studies have examined the potential beneficial effect of CS on gastric (indomethacin- and restraint-induced) damage in rats, as non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, such as indomethacin, continue to be a major cause of morbidity and mortality in humans\(^{27}\). Caution must be shown, however, in extrapolating results from in vitro cancer cell lines and animal models to the human situation.

Wound healing is generally characterised by processes involving migration and invasion, proliferation, and, in extensive injury, new blood vessel formation and remodelling. Our in vitro studies showed that the rice- and potato-grown and liquid-phase-grown CS possess pro-migratory, invasive and proliferative activity. The additional step of grinding the rice- and potato-grown CS before undertaking hot water extraction had little, if any, value in enhancing restitutive or invasive activity but did increase its pro-proliferative effects. The liquid-phase-grown product was less potent in stimulating restitutive or invasive injury but did increase its pro-proliferative effects. The extent of macroscopic damage was then determined. Values are means, with standard errors represented by vertical bars. Mean values were significantly different from those of the saline control, respectively: * \(P<0.05\) and ** \(P<0.01\).

Our finding of the disassociation between proliferative and migratory activity suggests that more than one compound is involved in the current series of studies. The nucleotide and nucleoside content of CS (which would remain in the ethanol-soluble sub-fraction) may be relevant, as we demonstrated previously pro-proliferative, pro-migratory and gastric injury protective effects using pure adenosine compounds\(^{28}\). Furthermore, based on published quantitative analyses\(^{29}\), the amount of nucleotides/nucleosides present in the extracts used is sufficient to account for the pro-proliferative and prolifere effects and in the same order of magnitude as that demonstrated by us previously to elicit pro-migratory effects\(^{28}\). Although the vast majority of pro-proliferative activity was seen in the ethanol-soluble sub-fraction, migratory activity was also seen in the ethanol-insoluble component. The polysaccharide component of CS mentioned earlier would be within this sub-fraction and may, therefore, have relevance to this finding.

3-Deoxyadenosine, known as cordycepin, was originally isolated from *Cordyceps* species and has been investigated by others\(^{30}\). This purine nucleoside antimetabolite is now produced synthetically and possesses potential anti-neoplastic activity through inhibiting transcription elongation and RNA synthesis due to the absence of a hydroxyl moiety at the
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\caption{Effect of *Cordyceps sinensis* on a rat model of gastric damage. Rats (eight animals per group) were given by oral administration (2ml) either saline (negative control), epidermal growth factor (EGF; 25µg/ml, positive control) or hot water *Cordyceps sinensis* extract 2 or 3. After 30 min, animals received indomethacin (20mg/kg, subcutaneously) and 3h restraint. The extent of macroscopic damage was then determined. Values are means, with standard errors represented by vertical bars. Mean values were significantly different from those of the saline control, respectively: * \(P<0.05\) and ** \(P<0.01\).}
\end{figure}
3’ position. The concentration of cordycepin within CS is, however, much lower than materials mentioned above and unlikely to be relevant to the effects seen.

Many of the general public consider that natural-based products equate to a gentle response, as distinct from a pharmaceutical approach. It is, therefore, of note that the doses of CS used in the rat gastric damage study (10 and 20 mg/ml) gave similar results to those seen in animals given the potent cytotoxic agent epidermal growth factor administered at 25 μg/kg. Furthermore, the concentrations of CS used in our restitution studies (5 mg/ml), and in our gastric damage model (10–20 mg/ml), are likely to be present in the human gastric juice of subjects taking CS supplements, as the standard recommended dose is between 650 and 3000 mg, taken twice a day, with the average person producing a resting gastric juice volume of 150 ml/h. These results further emphasise that the division between ‘food products’ and ‘drugs’, when considered in terms of biological activity, is far from clear and that these products should be considered as functional foods. The regulatory control of such food products is, however, much less stringent than if labelled as a pharmaceutical product.

In conclusion, our studies have shown that CS, commercially available as over-the-counter ‘health foods’ for licensing purposes, possesses biological activity at clinically relevant doses when assessed using several models of gut integrity and repair.
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